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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Salem Nuclear Generating Station 
NRC Inspection Report 50-272/98-05, 50-311 /98-05 

This integrated inspection included aspects of licensee operations, engineering, 
maintenance, and plant support. The report covers a seven-week period of resident 
inspection; in addition, it includes the results of an announced inspection of the 
Radiological Environmental Monitoring Program by a region-based inspector. 

Operations 

PSE&G personnel completed advanced digital feedwater control system testing during 
Salem Unit 1 startup in a well controlled and deliberate manner. Control room operators 
and test engineers maintained formal communications and demonstrated good 
coordination. (Section 01 . 1) 

PSE&G operators and maintenance technicians promptly identified an unexpected increase 
in pressurizer relief tank inleakage and implemented effective actions to identify, quantify, 
and minimize the source of the reactor coolant system leak. (Section 01.2) 

The decision to declare both solid state protection system trains inoperable following the 
discovery of a failed steam generator feed pump trip coil was reasonable and conservative. 
Corrective actions taken in response to this event were prompt and effective. (Section 
01.3) 

Premature degradation of safety related chiller control valves, resulting from the use of 
valves of a weak design for their application, led to multiple chiller corrective maintenance 
outages to effect repairs. Inattention to detail resulted in an inadvertent start of a safety
related chiller during troubleshooting efforts. Maintenance personnel performed repairs in a 
safe manner, however, operations personnel declared a chiller operable without performing 
an appropriate post-maintenance retest. Overall coordination between the operations, 
maintenance, and engineering departments was good. (Section 02.1) 

On two occasions, PSE&G operators inadvertently failed to restore the 11 component 
cooling water loop to an operable status following manual operation of the associated heat 
exchanger flow controller, indicating weaknesses in safety-related equipment configuration 
control and corrective action effectiveness. (Section 02.2) 

Inadequate control of a steam generator level instrumen~ vent valve resulted in the conduct 
of Unit 1 core alterations and subsequent operational mode four operation without 
containment integrity being established. PSE&G's response and corrective actions to this 
self-identified event were good, resulting in a Non-Cited Violation. (Section 08. 1) 
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Maintenance 

Observed maintenance and surveillance activities were properly scheduled and completed 
in accordance with PSE&G program guidelines and technical specification requirements. 
(Section M 1 . 1) 

Following an inservice test failure, PSE&G personnel properly repaired and tested the 13 
auxiliary feed water pump turbine steam supply check valve in accordance with 
maintenance procedures and American Society of Mechanical Engineers code requirements. 
(Section M1 .2) 

Inadequate implementation of a maintenance procedure involving work on in-core detector 
guide tubes in August 1 996 led to a later unplanned personnel radiation exposure incident. 
Specifically, the detector guide tubing separated during in-core system operation allowing 
an irradiated in-core detector to remain unshielded in close proximity to nearby 
maintenance work site. Corrective actions were prompt and effective, resulting in a Non.: 
Cited Violation. (Section M1 .3) 

Failure to perform adequate 10 CFR 50.59 applicability reviews for revisions to an inservice 
single cell battery charging procedure resulted in the operation of the 1 A 125 volt DC 
(VDC) battery system in a nonconforming condition. Additionally, poor control of this 
charging activity was evident. Specifically, control room operators were unaware of the in
progress 1 25 VDC single cell battery charge, which was completed using an uncalibrated 
and improperly restrained non-safety related charger .. Further, inadequate monitoring and 
trending of 125 VDC battery system performance allowed a degraded individual cell 
voltage to trend below a maintenance rule goal without being promptly identified. The 
subsequent cell replacement evolution was adequately controlled, but a discrepancy in the· 
retest procedures acceptance criteria was identified. (Section M1 .4) 

PSE&G appropriately reported and corrected a self-identified issue involving a failure to 
estahlish adequate surveillance procedures for vital bus load shed testing, resulting in a 
Non-Cited Violation. (Section M8.1) 

An inadequate review of system design during associated system test procedure 
development resulted in the failure to perform testing of the automatic isolation of steam 
generator blowdown and sampling valves upon an actuation of the auxiliary feedwater 
system. Corrective actions to address this self-identified issue were timely and effective, 
resulting in a Non-Cited Violation. (Section M8.2) 

PSE&G appropriately reported and corrected two self-identified issues involving failures to 
complete technical specification required channel check surveillances. (Section M8.3) 

PSE&G appropriately reported and corrected a self-identified issue involving a failure to 
cycle containment spray pump discharge valves after pump operation to alleviate the 
potential for valve pressure-locking. (Section M8.4) 

Improper scheduling of solid state protection and auxiliary feedwater system testing 
resulted in the failure to perform technical specification surveillance testing within specified 
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time periods. PSE&G's root cause analysis and corrective actions were adequate, leading 
to a Non-Cited Violation. (Section M8.5) 

PSE&G appropriately corrected a self-identified issue involving a failure to test the main 
steam isolation valve hydraulic actuator override feature. This led to a Non-Cited Violation. 
(Section M8.6) 

Following self-identification of the issue, PSE&G appropriately reported the Channel 23 
OTdT setpoint inoperability. Initial actions to address this condition were both timely and 
appropriate. PSE&G's documented assessment of the consequences of this issue was 
weak because it did not adequately describe acceptable levels of protection for a slow Rod 
Withdrawal Accident at Power. The remaining aspects of the licensee event report were 
acceptable. This issue resulted in a Non-Cited Violation. (Section M8.8) 

PSE&G appropriately reported and evaluated a self-identified turbine first stage pressure 
instrument scaling error. Corrective actions to address this error were both timely and 
appropriate. (Section M8.10) 

Engineering 

Following several unplanned technical specification action statement entries, PSE&G 
implemented appropriate corrective actions to resolve control room air intake radiation 
monitor channel check surveillance test failures. (Section E1 .1) 

Initial corrective actions for a failed diesel service water inlet valve were not fully effective 
in preventing a subsequent similar failure, indicating a weakness in PSE&G's ability to 
develop and implement lasting corrective measures for this safety-related valve. (Section · 
E2.1) 

PS~&G maintained adequate controls for temporary modifications. Minor weaknesses 
involving the timeliness of modification package closure and the accuracy 'of control tags 
were identified. (Section E3.1) 

PSE&G appropriately reported and corrected self-identified design deficiencies associated 
with the switchgear penetration area ventilation system, resulting in a Non-Cited Violation. 
(Section E8.2) 

Inadequate review of design information resulted in the failure to include all necessary 
engineered safeguard features actuation system relays in technical specifications 
surveillance test procedures. PSE&G's corrective actions for this self-identified issue were 
adequate, resulting in a Non-Cited Violation. (Section E8.3) 

Plant Support 

PSE&G management demonstrated good self-assessment capability during the development 
of a detailed action plan to correct long-standing out-of-specification water chemistry 
parameters. This plan also addressed the basic causes for these deficiencies which 
remained uncorrected for an extended period of time. (Section R1 .1) 
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PSE&G effectively maintained and implemented the Radiological Environmental Monitoring 
Program. However, the failure to establish written procedures to collect drinking water, 
fish, and invertebrate samples required by technical specifications resulted in a violation. 
(Section R1 .2) 

With the exception of channel calibrations for wind speed, PSE&G effectively maintained 
system operability and performed required testing of the meteorological monitoring 
instrumentation. (Section R1 .3) 

A Quality Assurance department audit of the implementation of the Radioactive Effluent 
Monitoring Program was of sufficient scope and depth to effectively assess program 
performance. (Section R7 .1) 

The contractor laboratory implemented effective Quality Assurance and Quality Control 
programs for the Radiological Environmental Monitoring Program, and provided effective 
validation of analytical results. These programs were capable of ensuring independent 
checks on the precision and accuracy of the measurements of radioactive material in 
environmental media. (Section R7.2) 

Following self-identification, PSE&G appropriately reported and corrected procedure 
deficiencies involving the use of inadequate sample line purge times prior to collection and 
analysis of technical specification required chemistry samples. The circumstances of this 
issue resulted in a Non-Cited Violation. (Section R8.1) 

The annual Quality Assurance review of the station security program was effective in that 
PSE&G auditors identified several quality issues, and promptly raised them to station 
management to initiate cause determinations and corrective actions. (Section S7 .1) 

PSE&G's corrective actions for an event involving inadequate control of fire protection 
syst.em water supply valves were acceptable. (Section F8.1) 

v 
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Report Details 

Summary of Plant Status 

Unit 1 began the period at 100% power, but was briefly reduced to 90% on May 13, 
1998 and May 14, 1998, for a 40% load rejection test and steam generator feed pump 
(SGFP) trip test, respectively. Successful conduct of these tests completed the startup 
and power ascension test plan following the extended Unit 1 outage. On June 3, power 
was reduced to approximately 50% to support removal of a SGFP to effect repairs on a 
faulty turbine governor trip coil. Power was restored to 100% on June 4 and the unit 
remained at full power throughout the remainder of the report period. 

Unit 2 began the period at 100% power, but load was reduced to 80% on May 23, 1998 
to investigate an unexpected increase in the reactor coolant system unidentified leak rate. 
Following leak identification and repair, power was returned to 100% on May 24, and the 
unit remained at full power throughout the remainder of the report period. 

I. Operations 

01 Conduct of Operations 

01.1 Advanced Digital Feedwater Control System Testing (Unit 1) 

a. Inspection Scope (71707) 

The inspectors observed advance digital feedwater system (ADFCS) testing during 
the Unit 1 startup and power ascension. 

b. Observations and Findings 

c. 

. On May 13 and 14, 1998, Unit 1 control room operators conducted a 40% load 
reduction test and a steam generator feed pump trip test, respectively, from an 
initial reactor power level of 90%. The inspectors observed that the ADFCS 
responded as designed during both tests. Prior to each test, PSE&G operations 
conducted thorough pre-evolution briefings, incorporating "lessons learned" from 
related Unit 2 startup testing. Control room operators performed each test in 
accordance with approved procedures. Test coordination and communication were 
good, and control room distractions were minimized. Appropriate levels of 
management, engineering department, and quality assessment department oversight 
were present. 

Conclusions 

PSE&G personnel completed advanced digital feedwater control system testing 
during Salem Unit 1 startup in a well controlled and deliberate manner. Control 
room operators and test engineers maintained formal communications and 
demonstrated good coordination. 
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01.2 Unexpected Increase in Reactor Coolant System Leakage (Unit 2) 

a. Inspection Scope (71707, 62707) 

The inspectors observed PSE&G's response to a substantial unexpected increase in 
the reactor coolant system (RCS) leak rate. 

b. Observations and Findings 

On May 23, 1998, Unit 2 operators determined that pressurizer relief tank (PRT) 
inleakage had unexpectedly increased from approximately 0.5 gallons/minute to 
nearly 1.5 gallons/minute. Operators appropriately executed the actions specified in 
the abnormal operating procedure for increasing PRT level and temperature. Though 
technical specifications permit an identified reactor coolant system (RCS) leak rate 
up to 10 gallons/minute, PSE&G management elected to commence a plant 
shutdown in order to replace previously identified leaking safety valves; During the 
load reduction, maintenance technicians entered the containment building in an 
attempt to determine the exact source of the leakage. Technicians discovered that 
a block valve (2PR7) for one of the power-operated relief valves had developed a 
packing leak which was directed via a leakoff line to the PRT. 

Based on this discovery, operators terminated the load reduction, and PSE&G valve 
engineers developed a work order to increase the 2PR7 packing gland torque in 5 % 

·increments up to 120% (if necessary) of the nominal value to stop or minimize the 
leak. During the work, technicians did in fact reach the 120% torque value, which. 
was sufficient to stop the packing leak. Appropriate valve operability stroke time 
and VOTES testing was completed. Following the maintenance activity, PRT 
inleakage returned to a level consistent with previous values. PSE&G was unable to 
determine the cause of the sudden increase in 2PR7 leakage. Operators returned 
Unit 2 to full power On May 24, 1998. 

c. Conclusions 

PSE&G operators and maintenance technicians promptly identified an unexpected 
increase in pressurizer relief tank inleakage and implemented effective actions tO 
identify, quantify, and minimize the source of the reactor coolant system leak. 

01.3 Unplanned Entry Into Technical Specification 3.0.3 (Unit 1) 

a. Inspection Scope (92901) 

During the performance of routine solid state protection system (SSPS) surveillance 
testing, operators determined that an op~n circuit in a steam generator feed pump 
(SGFP) trip coil rendered each redundant train of the SSPS.inoperable. The 
inspectors observed control room and maintenance activities associated with this 
event. 
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b. -Observations and Findings 

On June 3, 1998, during the performance of an SSPS channel functional test (CFT), 
maintenance technicians discovered that the 12 SGFP turbine trip coil had an open 
circuit, preventing successful ·completion of the surveillance. PSE&G determined 
that the faulty coil received actuation signals from each of the two redundant trains 
of SSPS, in effect rendering both trains inoperable, since neither SSPS CFT 
procedure would be able to be successfully completed. As a result, operators 
entered technical specification 3.0.3 requiring commencement of a plant shutdown 
within one hour, and made a four hour non-emergency report to the NRC in 
accordance with 10 CFR 50. 72. 

The inspectors observed the subsequent Unit 1 power reduction and coincident 
effort to replace the faulty trip coil. Maintenance technicians successfully 
completed the repairs before the reactor shutdown was completed. No problems 
were noted during the power reduction or coil replacement, and the post 
maintenance testing was adequate. Operators performed an inspection of the 11 
SGFP to ensure that no similar problem existed, with satisfactory results. Operators 
returned Unit 1 to full power on June 4, 1998. 

The inspectors questioned the design of the SSPS in that a failure of a single trip 
coil resulted in the inability to complete two independent channel functional tests 
and placed the unit outside its design basis. However, based on discussions with 
NRC technical staff, the inspectors concluded that the SGFP trip coil should not be 
considered part of the SSPS channel. The SSPS output relays, which are designed . 
to actuate the SGFP trip coils, functioned properly throughout this event. 
Additionally, alternate diverse methods for feedwater isolation were available in the 
design. After the conclusion of the report period, PSE&G retracted the June 3, 
1998 10 CFR 50. 72 notification using a similar basis. PSE&G maintenance staff 
planned to revise the acceptance criteria in the CFT procedure to account for these 
issues. 

c. Conclusions 

02 

02.1 

a. 

The decision to declare both solid state protection system trains inoperable 
following the discovery of a failed steam generator feed pump trip coil was 
reasonable and conservative. Corrective actions taken in response to this event 
were prompt and effective. 

Operational Status of Facilities and Equipment 

Auxiliary Building Chiller Control Valve Failures (Unit 2) 

Inspection Scope (71707, 37551, 62707, 92901 l 

The inspectors observed PSE&G's response to several auxiliary building chiller 
condenser recirculation valve problems, each of which caused these technical 
specification required systems to become inoperable. 
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b. Observations and Findings 

Auxiliary building chiller condenser pressure is regulated by the 21/22/23SW102 
air-operated ball valves for each of the three unit chillers, respectively. The Unit 1 
chiller condenser pressure control valves are identical in design. PSE&G modified 
the Unit 1 and 2 SW102 valves and their controllers in 1995 in an attempt to 
improve chiller performance. 

On June 8, 1998, PSE&G identified that the 22SW102 valve was malfunctioning, 
rendering the 22 chiller inoperable. Operations personnel performed the required 
actions as specified in Technical Specifications Action Statement (TSAS) 3. 7 .10. 
Further investigation determined that the valve ball experienced excessive wear, 
causing binding on the valve outlet plate. Maintenance personnel replaced the 
valve, and operators returned the 22 chiller to service on June 11, within the TSAS 
allowed outage time of 14 days. 

Also on June 11, operations personnel identified that the actuator for the 21SW102 
valve had an air leak, resulting in the inoperability of the 21 chiller. On June 16, the 
23 chiller tripped on a high chiller condenser pressure signal. With only one chiller 
now operable, the TSAS 3. 7. 10 allowed outage time was reduced to 7 2 hours 
before a plant shutdown was required. Operations personnel completed the 
required TSAS actions, including isolation of all non-essential chilled water system 
loads. . 

During the investigation into the trip of the 23 chiller, a system engineer 
inadvertently reset the condenser high pressure trip signal, causing the 23 chiller to 
start automatically. Though not directly resulting in the current chiller inoperability, 
troubleshooting revealed that both the 21SW102 and the 23SW102 exhibited 
similar valve ball degradation experienced by the 22SW102 valve identified the 
previous week. By this time, PSE&G assembled an engineering team to investigate 
these issues, and to develop short term and long term corrective actions. These 
actions included inspection of the Unit 1 SW102 valves and an evaluation of a new 
SW102 valve design, since questions were raised concerning the suitability of the 
current design for this application. No issues were noted with any of the Unit 1 
chillers during this inspection. 

Maintenance personnel repaired 23SW 102 on June 1 7, and operations personnel 
restored the 23 chiller to an operable status following approximately six hours of 
observation of parallel operation with the 22 chiller. The inspectors reviewed the 
surveillance procedure used to demonstrate chiller operability every 92 days in 
accordance with TS, and noted that it requires tests of the automatic start and 
loading of each chiller on an individual basis (i.e. the other two chillers are isolated). 
The procedure states that this test methodology is used to ensure that each chiller 
is capable of starting and assuming all system loads. However, the retest method 
employed for the 23 chiller did not demonstrate that the 23SW102 valve would 
properly respond to a start signal under load, inconsistent with the TS surveillance 
procedure requirement. The inspectors raised this issue to control room operators, 
who subsequently completed the noted surveillance test procedure with satisfactory 
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results. On June 18, 1998, maintenance personnel completed repairs to the 
21SW102 valve, and operators restored the 21 chiller to an operable status in 
accordance with the TS surveillance test procedure. 

Conclusions 

Premature degradation of safety related chiller control valves, resulting from the use 
of valves of a weak design for their application, led to multiple chiller corrective 
maintenance outages to effect repairs. Inattention to detail resulted in an 
inadvertent start of a safety-related chiller during troubleshooting efforts. 
Maintenance personnel performed repairs in a safe manner, however, operations 
personnel declared a chiller operable without performing an appropriate post 

. maintenance retest. Overall coordination between the operations, maintenance, and 
engineering departments was good. 

02.2 Component Cooling Water Heat Exchanger Flow Control 

a. Inspection Scope (71707, 62707) 

The inspectors reviewed PSE&G's actions following the discovery of repeat event 
involving a mis-positioned component cooling (CC) water heat exchanger service 
water flow controller. 

b. Observations and Findings 

On May 18, 1998, Unit 1 operators discovered that the service water inlet valve 
flow controller for the 11 CC heat exchanger was set for 4000 gallons/minute. 
According to the standard operating procedure, S1 .OP-SO.CC-0002(0), the CC loop 
is considered operable only if the controller is set for 10,000 gallons/minute (to 
ensure design basis cooling requirements are satisfied). The controller was reset to 
the proper value within 30 minutes of discovery, and the operators entered and 
exited the applicable 72-hour technical specification (TS) 3. 7 .3.1 action statement. 
Operators also verified that the other Unit 1 and Unit 2 service water flow 
controllers were properly set. The inspectors determined that the failure to adhere 
the noted procedure was a violation of TS 6.8.1. 

PSE&G was unable to determine the exact time and circumstances under which the 
controller was set incorrectly, but reasonably surmised that an equipment operator 
failed to restore the controller properly following recent testing (May 1 6-17) to 
establish actual service water flow rates supplied through heat exchangers. ·As 
such, PSE&G concluded that the 72-hour TS allowed outage time was not 
exceed~d. · . 

The inspectors noted that a similar event involving inadequate 11 CC heat 
exchanger configuration control occurred on March 27, 1998. In this earlier 
instance, operators failed to return the controller to "automatic" from the "manual" 
mode required to support of a liquid radioactive waste release. PSE&G also 
attributed the cause of this earlier event to human error, and had instituted 
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corrective measure in an attempt to prevent future similar problems. The actions 
included training for plant operators and procedure enhancements. Following the 
latter event, additional corrective actions were implemented, including the 
installation of an operator aid near the flow controller to remind operators of the 
required operable condition. 

The inspectors noted that there were no safety consequences resulting from either 
of the above two examples of failures to adhere to the CC system operating 
procedure. Corrective actions following the second event appeared adequate to 
address the event root causes. As such, these failures to follow the noted 
procedure constitute a violation of minor significance and is not subject to formal 
enforcement action. 

c. Conclusions 

bn two occasions, PSE&G operators inadvertently failed to restore the 11 
component cooling water loop to an operable status following manual operation of 
the associated heat exchanger service. water flow controller, indicating a weakness 

· in safety-related equipment configuration control and corrective action 
effectiveness. 

08 Miscellaneous Operations Issues 

08.1 (Closed) LER 50-272/98-007-00:Failure to Establish Containment Closure Prior to 
Fuel Movement 

a. Inspection Scope (92700) 

b. 

The inspectors reviewed the nature, impact, and cause of the event described in the 
subject licensee event report (LER). Selected corrective actions in response to the 
event were verified. 

Observations and Findings 

On February 18, 1998, Unit 1 operators increased reactor coolant system (RCS) 
average temperature above 200°F and entered operational mode four (hot 
shutdown). Approximately three hours later, an operator inside containment to 
support a pressurizer maintenance activity observed a steam plume 'issuing from an 
open vent valve on the condensing pot for 14 steam generator (SG) level transmitter 
1 L T54 7. The open valve established a leak path from the containment atmosphere 
to the outside atmosphere via both the associated SG atmospheric relief valve 
( 14MS 10) and main steam line drain valve ( 14MS7). This condition resulted in a 
violation of TS 3.6.1.1 which requires that containment integrity be maintained in 
operational modes one through four. Upon discovery, operators immediately shut 
valves 14MS10 and 14MS7, restoring containment integrity. Technicians 
completed an inspection of other Unit 1 SG vent valves and did not identify any 
similar conditions . 
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PSE&G subsequently determined that· containment closure was also likely not 
maintained during the Unit 1 refueling in November and December of 1 997, 
resulting in a violation of TS 3.9.4. This TS requires that each containment 
penetration providing direct access from the containment atmosphere to the outside 
atmosphere be closed during refueling operations. The inspectors concluded that, on 
the two occasions noted, PSE&G failed to comply with TS 3.0.4 which requires that 
entry into an operational mode shall not be made if a limiting condition for 
operation, with an associated shutdown action statement, is not met. However, no 
safety consequences resulted from this event. Minimal safety implications existed 
since Unit 1 had been shutdown for over two years resulting in significantly lower 
fuel activity and decay heat levels. · 

PSE&G also discovered that the noted vent valves were neither labeled nor 
identified on system piping diagrams, and were not incorporated into any valve 

· lineup procedures. Though the Salem restart action plan included an instrument 
valve labeling and procedure development project to ensure all instrument valves are 
identified and position verification procedures are developed, system walkdowns to 
support this effort failed to identify the open SG vent valves. Corrective actions 
included the identification and labeling of all similar vent valves in both Unit 1 and 2 
containments. PSE&G committed to revise valve lineup procedures and piping 
diagrams to include the subject valves. 

This non-repetitive, self-identified and corrected violation is being treated as a Non
Cited Violation, consistent with Section Vll.B. 1 of the NRC Enforcement Policy. 
(NCV 50-272/98-05-01) 

Conclusions 

Inadequate control of a steam generator level instrument vent valve resulted in the 
conduct of Unit 1 core alterations and subsequent operational mode four operation 
without containment integrity being established. PSE&G's response and corrective 
actions to this self-identified event were good, resulting in a Non-Cited Violation. 

II. Maintenance 

M 1 Conduct of Maintenance 

M 1 . 1 Observation of Maintenance and Surveillance Activities 

a. Inspection Scope (61726, 62707) 

The inspectors observed all or portions of the following work activities and technical 
specification surveillance tests: 

• W/O 980520151: 1 B Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG) jacket water 
cooler inlet valve (12SW39) troubleshooting 
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• W/0 980616080: 

• W/O 980423086: 
• W/0 970129226: 
• W/O 980416312: 
• W/0 991004010: 

• S1 .OP-ST.OG-0007: 
• S1 .OP-ST.OG-0001: 
• S1 .OP-ST.OG-0002: 
• S1 .OP-ST.CVC-0004: 
• S1 .OP-ST.AF-0006: 
• S2.0P-ST.CC-0004: 
• S2.0P-ST.CH-0001: 
• S2.IC-CC.RCP-0001: 
• S2.0P-ST.RCS-0001: 
• S2.0P-ST.CVC-0004: 
• SC.OP-PM.OG-0003: 

b. Observations and Findings 
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Remove actuator from valve 23SW102 and install on 
valve 21SW102 
23 component cooling pump repairs 
Install pipe nipple and cap downstream of valve 2CH 19 
Repair valve 2CV141 through wall leak 
22 charging pump gear oil and lube oil coolers 
inspection 
1 B EOG air start valve test 
1 A EOG surveillance test 
1 B EOG surveillance test 
12 charging pump inservice test 
Auxiliary feedwater system check valve testing 
23 component cooling pump inservice test 
21 chilled water pump inservice test 
21 loop delta T channel calibration 
Rod control system surveillance testing 
22 charging pump inservice test 
Lubricate EOG air start motors 

The inspectors observed that the plant staff performed these maintenance activities 
effectively and within the requirements of the station maintenance program. Safety 
tagging was appropriately implemented and procedures and work orders were 
available at the job sites. All of the observed activities were included in the current 
site on-line work schedule and were performed during the planned work weeks to 
ensure that plant risk was minimized. The inspectors witnessed very good. 
supervision and oversight for the 23 component cooling water pump impeller 
replacement, which was tested and restored to an operable status well ahead of the 
planned return time. PSE&G staff also completed the observed surveillance 
activities safely, effectively proving the operability of the associated systems. 

c. Conclusions 

Observed maintenance and surveillance activities were properly scheduled and 
completed in accordance with PSE&G program guidelines and technical specification 
requirements. 

M 1 .2 13 Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Steam Supply Check Valve Failure 

a. Inspection Scope (92901, 92902) 

The inspectors reviewed the circumstances involving the March 25, 1998 failure of 
the auxiliary feedwater pump steam supply check valve ( 11 MS46) through 
documentation review and personnel interviews . 
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b. Observations and Findings 

On March 25, 1998, PSE&G operators attempted to perform an inservice test of 
valve 11 MS46 in accordance with procedure S1 .OP-ST.AF-0006, "lnservice Testing 

· Auxilia,Y Feed Water Valves." When performing. step 5.3.1.A, the torque required 
to initiate movement of the valve in the open direction exceeded the acceptance 
criteria. The operators also noted that the valve was binding rather than stroking 
smoothly. Also, maintenance technicians were unable to get a "wisp of steam" 
from the .packing gland while adjusting the packing in accordance with step 5.4.12 
of procedure SC.MD-PM.ZZ-0059, "Disassembly, Inspection and Reassembly of 
Mark #D-109 and D-111 Check Valves." PSE&G mechanics repacked the valve in 
accordance with approved procedures, and the valve operated smoothly in both the 
open and closed directions during the subsequent inservice test. The inspectors 
determined that the initial valve failure was documented in a corrective action 
request, but that little evaluation of the cause for this event was performed. 

During interviews, PSE&G valve engineers stated that this check valve had a history 
of binding, but that it had performed acceptably in the last few years since the 
packing adjustmen·t criteria was changed. Specifically, packing adjustment now 
requires that the packing gland must be tightened to one quarter turn after loosened 
just enough to result in a wisp of steam from the packing. However, an additional 
corrective action was assigned to valve engineers to contact the valve vendor and 
assess the need for a new packing design. This assessment had not been 
completed by the end of the report period. 

The inspectors concluded that the 11 MS46 valve was properly repaired in 
accordance with established maintenance procedures. Also, the valve was 
appropriately tested and satisfied all American Society of Mechanical Engineers 
(ASME) code testing requirements. 

c. Conclusions 

Following an inservice test failure, PSE&G personnel properly repaired and tested 
the 13 auxiliary feed water pump turbine steam supply check valve in accordance 
with maintenance procedures and ASME code requirements. 

M1 .3 In-Core Detector System Maintenance 

a. Inspection Scope 162700, 83724) 

The inspectors reviewed a radiological event that occurred on April 14, 1998 
involving the unplanned exposure of personnel to an irradiated in-core detector 
inside the Unit 1 containment. A review of licensee documentation and interviews 
with cognizant personnel was conducted. 
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Observations and Findings 

On April 14, 1 998, while performing electrical troubleshooting activities on the 1 C 
in-core drive unit, high area radiation levels were detected by the accompanying 
radiation protection technician. Preliminary survey information indicated greater 
than 1 R/hr radiation fields existed in the nearby seal table area. Follow up 
investigation determined that, during coincident 1 B in-core system operability 
testing, the irradiated 1 B in-core detector exited its guide tube and was located 
approximately 4 feet from where the electrical troubleshooting activities on the 1 C 
drive unit occurred. Based on additional surveys and calculations, PSE&G estimated 
that the exposed 1 B detector was approximately 20 R/hr on contact and 540 
mrem/hr at the location of the 1 C drive unit work crew. 

Four different containment entries were made in order to evaluate this incident and 
to restore the exposed detector to a safely shielded condition. Approximately 165 
mrem of unplanned exposure resulted. PSE&G estimates indicated that, had a 
routine two hour flux mapping evolution been completed with a subsequent failure 
of the detector to return to its storage location (as had occurred during the April 14, 
1998 operability test), dose rates would have been approximately 200 R/hr on 
contact with the detector (approximately 10 times· higher). After the four 
containment entries, appropriate surveys and personnel exposure calculations were 
completed. Radiation Protection department performance in response to the event 
was and conducted safely and effectively. 

During their investigation, PSE&G determined that the in-core detector guide tube 
swagelok fittings became disconnected. While attempting to insert the 1 B detector 
into its storage position, it exited the five-path rotary transfer device onto the floor 
of the 113-foot elevation area between the 1 Band 1 C detector drive units. Later, 
after the 1 B detector had been safely secured in its shielded storage position, 
PSE&G technicians checked all of the guide tube swagelok fittings. Technicians 
discovered the "B" and "E" five-path transfer device connections missing their front 
ferrule rings and a fitting at the "F" five-path transfer device was missing both its 
fron.t and back ferrule rings. 

In the event root cause evaluation, PSE&G concluded that the swagelok ferrules 
were not properly installed during the previous maintenance at these locations. The 
last recorded maintenance activity was performed in August 1996 during work on 
the tubing between the five-path and ten-path transfer devices. The installation of 
in-core detector tubing was conducted using procedure SC.MD-CM.NIS-0007(0), 
0 /n-core Path Rotary Transfer Maintenance." Step 5.12.14 of this procedure 
requires that all swagelok fittings connected to the five-path rotary transfer devices 
be secured. The inspectors concluded that the failure to complete this step 
correctly resulted in the April 14, 1998 unplanned radiological exposure incident, 
and was a violation of TS 6.8.1. 

PSE&G corrective actions included prompt repair of the degraded swagelok fittings 
and a review of basic maintenance training modules to ensure that technicians were 
qualified to perform the work. PSE&G also inspected the Unit 2 in-core detector 
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guide tube fittings to evaluate the extent of condition of this issue. This non
repetitive, licensee-identified and corrected violation is being treated as a Non-Cited 
Violation, consistent with Section Vll.B.1 of the NRC Enforcement Policy. (NCV 50-
272/98-05-02) 

c. Conclusions 

Inadequate implementation of a maintenance procedure involving work on in-core 
detector guide tubes in August 1996 led to a later unplanned personnel radiation 
exposure incident. Specifically, the detector guide tubing separated during in-core 

. system operation allowing an irradiated in-core detector to remain unshielded in 
close proximity to nearby maintenance work site. Corrective actions were prompt 
and effective, resulting in a Non ... Cited Violation. 

M 1.4 (Closed) LER 50-272/98-011-00: Improper Isolation of the Single Cell Battery 
Charger from the 1 A 125 VDC Battery 

a. Inspection Scope (62706, 62707, 71707, 92700) 

The inspectors observed a maintenance activity associated with the 1 25 volt DC 
(VDC) batteries at Unit 1, and questioned the use of portable battery charger on one 
of the 1 A 1 25 VDC battery ~ells. As a result of the investigation into the 
inspectors questions, PSE&G issued the subject Licensee Event Report (LER). The 
inspectors reviewed the LER and verified selected corrective actions. 

b. Observations and Findings 

On May 4, 1998, the inspectors obs~rved a portable battery charger, which was 
powered from a non-vital 1 20 volt AC source, connected to cell 4 7 of the operable 
1 A 125 VDC class 1 E battery. The inspectors questioned Salem operations and 
electrical maintenance personnel regarding the adequacy of the electrical isolation 
between the class 1 E battery and the non-class 1 E charger, as well as the potential 
impact on the 125 VDC system of an electrical fault within the charger. As a result 
of the inspectors' questions, PSE&G disconnected the charger from the 1 A 1 25 
VDC battery and placed procedure SC.MD-CM.ZZ-0024, 0 lnservice Single Cell 
Battery Charging," on administrative hold to preclude further use. PSE&G initiated a 
corrective action request to address these issues. 

PSE&G performed a historical review of the inservice single cell charging procedure, 
and determined that it had been revised numerous times since at least 1989. In 
most instances, the revisions were treated as being editorial in nature, with no 
coincident safety evaluations performed. For example, PSE&G revised the 
procedure in 1994 to allow the use of a newer model charger. Procedure writers 
did not perform a 10 CFR 50.59 applicability review for this change as required by 
procedure NC.NA-AP.ZZ-0059 (NAP-59), 0 10 CFR 50.59 Applicability Reviews and 
Safety Evaluations," to ensure that it's use was appropriate in a safety-related 
application. 
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Corrective actions for this issue were discussed in LER 50-272/98-011-00and 
included procedure reviews and revisions. Specifically, procedure SC.MD-CM.ZZ-
0024 was being maintained on administrative hold pending satisfactory resolution 
of how to properly establish isolation of the single cell charger from the class 1 E 
battery. NAP-59 will be revised to address the connection of temporary equipment 
to operable systems. Additionally, PSE&G planned to perform a review of 
maintenance procedures to determine if other procedures exist which permit the 
connection of temporary equipment to operable systems. If such procedures are 
identified, a review will be performed to determine whether the allowed 
configuration was properly evaluated. The inspectors determined that the corrective 
actions specified to address inadequacies in the 10 CFR 50.59 applicability review 
process were adequate. No safety consequences resulted from this issue. 
Additionally, the inspectors noted that single cell charges with non-Class 1 E 
chargers is an industry-accepted practice, provided adequate methods to ensure 
electrical isolation are used (e.g. fuses). The inspectors determined that the charger 
used on May 4 did have output fuses, but that their use was not evaluated per 
NAP-59 guidance. 

The inspectors also noted during their May 4 observation that the single cell charger 
was not properly restrained in the 1A 125 VDC battery room, and that the charger's 
voltmeter and ammeter were overdue for calibration since March 1995. PSE&G 
procedure NC.NA-AP.ZZ-0083 (NAP-83), 0 Transient Loads, 0 contains guidelines for 
control of transient loads in safety-related areas. A seismic evaluation was not 
performed as specified in NAP-83 until questioned by the inspectors .. The 
inspectors reviewed PSE&G's seismic assessment of the unrestrained charger, 
which indicated that an interaction between the charger and the battery was 
unlikely during such and event, and did not identify any problems. 

In response to questions concerning the charger's calibration, PSE&G determined 
that the installed voltmeter and ammeter were last calibrated by the equipment · 
vendor, and had not been periodically re-calibrated in accordance with PSE&G 
procedure NC.NA-AP.ZZ-0022, 0 Measuring & Test Equipment, Lifting & Rigging and 
Tool Control." Procedure SC.MD-CM.ZZ-0024 requires that the installed voltmeter 
and ammeter be used to establish the cell charge, and that cell voltage and charger 
current measurements be recorded every four hours during charging. Although 
procedure SC.MD-CM.ZZ-0024 also requires that a calibrated portable digital 
voltmeter be present, it does not require that the portable meter be used to obtain 
the necessary readings. The inspectors interviewed PSE&G electrical technicians 
who have performed single cell charges in the past and noted that the workers did 
not always use the calibrated portable voltmeters. 

The inspectors also noted that the in progress single cell charge was not discussed 
at an operations shift turnover on May 4. Additionally, operator logs did not 
indicate that technical specification action statements for.the battery were entered 
(i.e. the battery was considered operable). The inspectors questioned the control 
room operators regarding the basis for performing the charge, and determined that 
the operators were unaware of the activity which had commenced the previous day. 
The inspectors concluded that the operators' unawareness of the 1 25 VDC battery 
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system's configuration resulted from inadequate communication of ongoing 
maintenance activities at shift turnover. 

The inspectors later learned that electrical maintenance personnel conducted the 
single cell charge in an attempt to correct an out-of-specification low individual cell 
voltage (ICV) condition initially identified on April 7, 1998. An individual cell charge 
in mid-April failed to provide lasting results. The inspectors reviewed previously 
collected 1 A 125 VDC battery surveillance test data, and noted that the ICV for cell 
4 7 exhibited a declining trend and was notably lower than all of the other cells. The 
inspectors determined that 125 VDC system performance monitoring was not being 
conducted by the associated system manager. Instead, it was under the 
cognizance of a maintenance department engineer, who had not maintained current 
trending information. The inspectors concluded that the degraded condition of cell 
4 7 could have been detected earlier had adequate performance monitoring been 
conducted. As a corrective action for this issue, PSE&G reassigned 125 VDC 
system performance monitoring responsibilities to the 125 VDC system manager. 

· During the battery test data review, the inspectors also identified that the ICV for 
cell 47 exceeded its maintenance rule goal on April 7, 1998. The inspectors 
informed the Salem maintenance rule program manager, who subsequently initiated 
corrective actions to address this deficiency. The inspectors learned that, because 
daily comparisons of system performance data with maintenance.rule goals are not 
required by PSE&G's maintenance rule program, it was reasonable to conclude that 
system managers may not detect failures to meet goals (or performance criteria) 

· until the required quarterly reviews are due. Although no regulatory requirement 
exists for more frequent goal monitoring, the inspectors concluded that the currently 
employed methods of performance trending and goal monitoring were ineffective in 
identifying adverse system performance in this case. 

As a result of the administrative hold on the inservice single cell charging procedure, 
PSE&G management elected to replace cell 47 to restore the 1 A battery to a fully 
operable condition. The inspectors reviewed the maintenance procedure for the cell 
replacement and noted that the post maintenance testing following installation of 
the new cell did not include a verification of technical specification (TS) specific 
gravity limits. The inspectors informed operations personnel of this deficiency, who 
subsequently made provisions to verify the specific gravity limits were included 
during the cell replacement retest. The inspectors reviewed the LCO maintenance 
plan for the work and found it to be thorough and complete.· The technicians 
involved performed "dry runs" of the evolution to ensure that they could complete 
the work within the two-hour TS allowed outage time. The inspectors observed the 
cell replacement and noted that it was well managed and controlled, arid that 
technicians completed the work in a safe and timely manner. 

The inspectors identified several examples of inadequate implementation of PSE&G 
procedures. Specifically: 

• Maintenance procedure writers failed to perform 10 CFR 50.59 applicability 
reviews required by NAP-59 .. 
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• Electrical maintenance personnel failed to ensure that the transient load 
control requirements of NAP-83 were satisfied prior to locating a single cell 
battery charger in a safety-related area. 

• Electrical maintenance personnel failed to ensure that calibration 
requirements of NAP-22 were satisfied prior to using the noted battery 
charger. 

The inspectors concluded that these examples constituted a violation of TS 6.8.1. 
(VIO 50-272/98-05-03) 

c. Conclusions 

Failure to perform adequate 10 CFR 50.59 applicability reviews for revisions to an 
inservice single cell battery charging procedure resulted in the operation of the 1 A 
125 volt DC (VDC) battery system in a nonconforming condition. Additionally, poor · 
control of this charging activity was evident. Specifically, control room operators 
were unaware of the in-progress 125 VDC single cell battery charge, which was 
completed using an uncalibrated and improperly restrained non-safety related 
charger. Further, inadequate monitoring and trending of 125 VDC battery system 
performance allowed a degraded individual cell voltage to trend below a 
maintenance rule goal without being promptly identified. The subsequent cell 
replacement evolution was adequately controlled, but a discrepancy in the retest 
procedures acceptance criteria was identified. 

MS Miscellaneous Maintenance Issues 

M8.·1 (Closed) LER 50-272/96-035: Inadequate Testing of the Technical Specification 
Required Load Shed of the Vital Susses 

a. Inspection Scope (92700) 

b. 

The inspectors conducted an on-site review of the subject licensee event report 
(LER), and independently verified selected corrective actions for the issue described. 

Observations and Findings 

On January 8, 1997, PSE&G reported that previously conducted procedures which 
implement technical specification (TS) surveillance testing were inadequately 
developed and implemented. Specifically, since initial plant operation, the 
procedures which implement TS 4.8.1.1.2.d requirements for vital bus load 
shedding relied on the observation of extinguished lamps for verification that 
auxiliary building chiller breakers opened following bus deenergization. On 
December 10, 1996, PSE&G personnel determined that these lamps were powered 
from the vital busses themselves and as such did not verify that the chiller breakers 
opened as required. The inspectors determined that the failure to establish and 
implement an appropriate TS surveillance procedure was a violation of TS 6.8.1. 
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The inspectors verified that PSE&G revised the noted procedures such that they 
now include positive verification that the chiller breakers are open following vital 
bus deenergization. Additionally, PSE&G reviewed the generic implications of this· 
issue for other connected loads, and determined that the discrepancy was limited to 
the chiller breakers. When subsequently tested, all the breakers opened as 
designed. This non-repetitive licensee-identified and corrected violation is being 
treated as a Non-Cited Violation, consistent with Section Vll.B.1 of the NRC 
Enforcement Policy. (NCV 50-272/98-05-04) 

c. Conclusions 

PSE&G appropriately reported and corrected a self-identified issue involving a failure 
to establish adequate surveillance procedures for vital bus load shed testing, 
resulting in a Non-Cited Violation. 

M8.2 (Closed) LER 50-272/97-011-00: Failure to Test Isolation of Steam Generator 
Slowdown and Sampling System on the Automatic Start of the Auxiliary Feedwater 
Pumps 

a. Inspection Scope (92700) 

The inspectors reviewed the events and corrective actions described in the subject 
licensee event report, and independently verified selective corrective actions. 

b. Observations and Findings 

c. 

On November 19, 1997, the Salem technical specifications surveillance 
improvement project (TSSIP) team identified that the steam generator blowdown 
(SGBD) and sampling valves' safety function had not been tested as required. 
Specifically, the governing surveillance test procedure did not adequately provide for 
testing the valves' closure following an automatic actuation of the auxiliary 
feedwater (AFW) system. The inspectors concluded that this failure was a violation 
of TS 6.8.1. 

As a result of this discovery, operators placed a temporary limit on Unit 2 SGBD 
flow (Unit 1 was defueled at the time of event) until the valves were satisfactorily 
tested on November 24. The inspectors verified that PSE&G revised AFW system 
surveillance test procedures to ensure that the noted valves close following an 
automatic AFW system actuation. PSE&G attributed the cause of this condition to 
inadequate incorporation of design basis features into plant testing procedures. 
This non-repetitive, licensee-identified and corrected violation is being treated as a 
Non-Cited Violation, consistent with Section Vll.B.1 of the NRC Enforcement Policy. 
(NCV 50-272/98-05-05) 

Conclusions 

An inadequate review of system design during associated system test procedure 
development resulted in the failure to perform testing of the automatic isolation of 
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steam generator blowdown and sampling valves upon an actuation of the auxiliary 
feedwater system. Corrective actions to address this self-identified issue were 
timely and effective, resulting in a Non-Cited Violation. 

M8.3 !Closed) LER 50-272/97-012: Missed Technical Specification Surveillances for 
Average Loop Temperature and Main Turbine First Stage Pressure Channel Checks 

a. Inspection Scope (92700) 

The inspectors conducted an on-site review of the subject licensee event report 
(LER), and independently verified selected corrective acti9ns for the issue described. 

b. Observations and Findings 

This LER described two missed technical specification (TS) required channel checks 
on July 13, 1997 and July 17, 1997, respectively, which PSE&G attributed to 
operators' misinterpretation of control room operating logs. PSE&G concluded that 
the logs were poorly developed and misled the operations staff into believing that 
the noted TS 4.3.2.1.1 surveillances were not required for the current operating 
mode. These self-identified TS violations were. also briefly described as examples of 
poor operator performance in NRC Inspection Report 50-272,311 /97-14. 

The inspectors verified that the operations department promptly revised the Unit 2 
control room logs following each discovery (S2.0P-DL.ZZ-0003(Q) Revisions 10 and 
11) in order to provide greater .clarity regarding the subject channel check 
requirements. Additionally, a review of corrective action program documents 
indicated that similar changes were incorporated in the. Unit 1 logs. PSE&G records 
indicated that other department logs were reviewed with no additional problems 
noted. In the LER, PSE&G also committed to completing a systematic assessment 
of all operating logs as part of their Technical Specification Surveillance 
Improvement Project. The inspectors verified that this latter activity was also 
completed. These non-repetitive, licensee-identified and corrected violations are 
being treated as a Non-Cited Violation consistent with Section Vll.B.I of the NRC 
Enforcement Policy. (NCV 50-272/98-05-06) · 

c. Conclusions 

PSE&G appropriately reported and corrected two self-identified issues involving 
failures to complete technical specification required channel check surveillances, 
resulting in a Non-Cited Violation. 

M8.4 (Closed) LER 50-311 /97-009-00: Failure to Stroke Pump Discharge Valves for 
Potential Pressure Locking Concern 

a. Inspection Scope (92700) 

The inspectors conducted an on-site review of the subject licensee event report 
(LER), and independently verified selected corrective actions for the issue described. 
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b. Observations and Findings 

PSE&G committed in a February 13, 1996 letter, in response to NRC Generic Letter 
(GL) 95-07, "Pressure Locking and Thermal Binding of Safety-Related Power
Operated Gate Valves," to stroke the containment spray (CS) pump discharge 
valves following pump operation to alleviate the potential for pressure-locking and 
to maintain the CS system operable. Several procedures were revised to account 
for this new commitment. However, on July 11, 1997, Technical Specification 
Surveillance Improvement Project (TSSIP) team members identified that operating 
procedures S1/ S2.0P-IO-ZZ-0002 (Q), "Cold Shutdown to Hot Standby," directed 
functional testing of the CS pumps without a subsequent requirement to stroke the 
pump discharge valves. PSE&G later determined that Unit 2 had implemented this 
deficient procedure and entered Mode 4 in June 1997 without stroking the valves. 
PSE&G attributed the cause of the failure to include the valve stroke commitment in 
the noted procedure to personnel error, in that not al_! instances of procedures which 
directed operation of the CS pumps were identified. 

The inspectors determined that PSE&G's actions in response to this issue were 
prompt and comprehensive. Specifically, the affected valves were stroked 
satisfactorily and the deficient operating procedures were revised to include the GL 
95-07 response commitment (See also NRC Inspection Report 50-272 and 311 /97-
21 section E2. 14 - restart issue which tracked GL 95-07 response completion). 
Additionally, a re-validation of all potentially affected procedures was completed 
that revealed other procedures which required a similar revision. 

c. Conclusions 

PSE&G appropriately reported and corrected a self-identified issue involving a failure 
to cycle containment spray pump discharge valves after pump operation to alleviate 
the potential for valve pressure-locking. 

M8.5 (Closed) LER 50-311197-011-00: Improper Scheduling of Surveillance Testing 

a. Inspection Scope (92700) 

The inspectors conducted an onsite review of the subject LER and reviewed the 
event and associated corrective actions. 

b. Observations and Findings 

In September' 1997, PSE&G identified that portions of the Unit 2 solid state 
protection and auxiliary feedwater systems were not properly tested on a staggered 
test basis, as defined by technical specifications (TS). The noted surveillance tests 
were neither performed within the required interval nor within the maximum 
allowable extension time. Upon discovery, PSE&G operations entered the applicable 
TS action sta.tements and satisfactorily performed the required surveillance tests. A 
corrective action request was initiated to address these issues. Failure to perform 
TS surveillance testing within the specified time interval is a violation of TS 4.0.2. 
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In the LER, PSE&G determined the root cause of the event to be a lack of 
organizational change management. During the recent PSE&G reorganization, TS 
administrators and department TS coordinators apparently did not receive adequate 
training or turnovers from their predecessors, and as a result, were unaware of their 
responsibilities specified in procedure NC.NA-AP.ZZ-0012, ~'Technical Specification 
Surveillance Program." NC.NA-AP.ZZ-0012 specifies requirements for ensuring 
proper scheduling of staggered TS surveillance testing. The inspectors verified 
that, as a corrective action, all TS administrators and department TS coordinators 
received training on the requirements and responsibilities of NC.NA-AP.ZZ-0012. 
Additionally, PSE&G reviewed the existing TS surveillance testing database and did 
not identify any other improperly scheduled staggered tests. This non-repetitive, 
licensee identified and corrected violation is being treated as a Non-Cited Violation, 
consistent with Section Vll.B.1 of the NRC Enforcement Policy. (NCV 50-272198-
05-07) 

c. Conclusions 

Improper scheduling of solid state protection and auxiliary feedwater system testing 
resulted in the failure to perform technical specification surveillance testing within 
specified time periods. ·PSE&G's root cause analysis and corrective actions were 
adequate, resulting in a Non-Cited Violation. 

M8.6 (Closed) LER 50-311197-018-00: Inadequate Technical Specification Testing - Main 
Steam Isolation Valve Hydraulic Unit Override Contacts 

a. Inspection Scope (92700) 

The inspectors conducted an on-site review of the subject licensee event report 
(LER), and independently verified selected corrective actions for the issue described. 

b. Observations and Findings 

This LER documents a missed technical specification (TS) 4. 7 .1 .5 requirement 
·. identified by PSE&G's TS Surveillance Improvement Project (TSSIP) team on 

October 3, 1997. Specifically, TSSIP discovered that the procedure which verified 
the operability of the main steam isolation valves (MSIVs) did not test the MSIV 
hydraulic operator override feature. As with other TSSIP-identified procedure 
deficiencies, PSE&G attributed the cause of this specific issue to inadequate 
controls and understanding of the development and maintenance of TS surveillance 
procedures. Corrective actions included procedure revisions and a schedule to test 
the override feature during mode 3 operation at Unit 1, and as soon as practical at 
Unit 2. -At the time of discovery Unit 1 was in mode 5 and Unit 2 was in mode 1. 

The inspectors verified that the revisions to procedures S1 /S2.0P-ST.MS-0003(Q), 
"Steam Line Isolation and Response Time Testing," were implemented in January 
1998. Additionally, the inspectors verified that the missed testing was completed 
appropriately on March 24, 1998 at Unit 1, and on March 12, 1998 at Unit 2. All 
the testing was completed with satisfactory results. This non-repetitive, licensee-
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identified and corrected violation is being treated as a Non-Cited Violation, 
consistent with Section Vll.B.1 of the NRC Enforcement Policy. (NCV 50-311/98-
05-08) 

The inspectors also noted that this LER was issued on December 24, 1 997, 81 days 
after the issue was first identified by TSSIP. 10 CFR 50. 73 requires that licensee's 
report any operation or condition prohibited by technical specifications within 30 
days of discovery. The inspectors questioned PSE&G licensing personnel regarding 
the timeliness of this LER and learned that delay in reporting the issue had already 
been self-identified on December 3, 1997 as a failure in the corrective action 
request reportability review process. Corrective actions included enhancements to 
the action request review process, and PSE&G management re-emphasis of the 
process implementation .to action request reviewers. This failure constitutes a 
violation of minor significance and is not subject to formal enforcement action. 

c. Conclusions 

PSE&G appropriately corrected a self-identified technical specification violation 
involving a failure to test the main steam isolation valve hydraulic actuator override 
feature, resulting in a Non-Cited Violation. 

MB. 7 (Closed) VIO 50-272,311 /98-01-03:Wrong Control Switch Installed on 12 
Emergency Diesel Fuel Transfer Pump 

The inspectors reviewed PSE8i.G's response to the Notice of Violation, dated April 
29, 1998, regarding this event. Licensee .event report 272/98-005-00 also 
described the circumstances and corrective actions associated with this issue. See 
section M8.8 for the inspector's review and assessment of this LER. No new issues 
or concerns were raised in the violation response. 

M8.8 (Closed) LER 50-311198-002-00: Channel 23 Overtemperature Delta Temperature 
Found Inoperable 

a. Inspection Scope (92700) 

The inspectors conducted an on-site review of the subject licensee event report 
(LER), and independently assessed the root cause evaluation and verified selected 
corrective actions. 

b. Observations and Findings 

On January 29, 1998, during a functional test of the Channel 23 Overtemperature 
Delta Temperature Trip Circuit (OTdT), PSE&G identified that lead/lag functions 
were found in an off-normal position. The lead setting was off and the lag setting 
was in position 1. The required settings were 2.8 for the lead and 4 for the lag 
which correspond to the technical specification (TS) time constants of 30 seconds 
and 4 seconds, respectively. Since the lead circuit was in the off position, there 
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was no anticipatory trip. The "as found" settings were in violation with TS 
requirements. 

The OTdT trip is the primary protection for three accidents described in the Salem 
accident analysis. For the most limiting accident, the Rod Withdrawal at Power, 
any reactivity inserted at a rate in excess of 3 pcm/sec will cause a high flux trip. 
The LER describes that reactivity insertion rates below this level would result in a 
slow rise in core temperature (20 degrees Fin 480 seconds) causing an OTdT trip 
on increasing temperatures. However, the accident analysis shows that normal 
OtdT protection initiates a reactor trip after approximately 37 seconds, while the as 
found trip may not have occurred for up to 480 seconds. This delay and its impact 
on the departure from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR) were not fully explained in the 
LER. In discussions with the system engineer, the inspectors confirmed that the 
impact of the erroneous setpoints was limited to only one channel and the 
remaining three channels would have provided the needed protection. 

PSE&G attributed the apparent cause of this reportable event to human error. The 
licensee considered the possibility of errors introduced during previous surveillance 
and maintenance activities, as well as potential tampering. Np conclusive evidence 
was found to support either cause. 

The inspectors noted that many of the corrective actions stated in the LER have 
been completed and that adequate progress was being made in completing the 
remaining actions. PSE&G took appropriate immediate actions by correcting the 
erroneous lead and lag setpoints and also verified proper setpoints for the remaining 
OtdT channels. Although licensee action was appropriate, these erroneous 
setpoints constitute a violation of technical specification 2.2.1. This non-repetitive, 
licensee-identified and corrected violation is being treated as a Non-Cited Violation, 
consistent with Section Vll.B.1 of the NRC Enforcement Policy. (NCV 50-311/98-
05-09) 

c. Conclusions 

Following self-identification of the issue, PSE&G appropriately reported the Channel 
23 OTdT setpoint inoperability. Initial actions to address this condition were both 
timely and appropriate. PSE&G's documented assessment of the consequences of 
this issue was weak because it did not adequately describe acceptable levels of 
protection for a slow Rod Withdrawal Accident at Power. This issue resulted in a 
Non-Cited Violation. 

M8.9 (Closed) LER 272/98-005-00: lnoperability of the 12 Fuel Oil Transfer Pump Due to 
Installation of Incorrect Control Switch 

· a. Inspection Scope (92700) 

The inspectors performed an on site review of the subject licensee event report 
(LER) and independently verified selective corrective actions for the event described. 
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b. Observations and Findings 

The circumstances surrounding this issue were documented in NRC Inspection 
Report 50-27 2&311/98-01 . Multiple failures by planning, maintenance,. and 
operations personnel resulted in the wrong control switch being installed on the 1 2 
diesel fuel oil transfer pump (DFOTP), which unknowingly rendered the pump 
inoperable. Salem Unit 1 subsequently entered mode 4 which requires both 
DFOTPs to be operable. This issue was a cited violation in NRC inspection report 
98-01 and was closed in section M8.7 above. 

PSE&G attributed the cause of this event to the failure of planning and maintenance 
personnel to verify that the correct replacement switch was identified, staged and 
installed for the 12 DFOTP. Additionally, operations personnel failed to perform an 
adequate post-maintenance test to verify the operability of the DFOTP. 

The inspectors reviewed PSE&G's corrective actions and interviewed personnel 
responsible for their completion. Technicians replaced the faulty switch and verified 
its operability. Planning, maintenance and operations personnel received training on 
the importance of ensuring that correct replacem_ent parts are procured, installed, 
and checked for proper operation before declaring a component operable. 

c. Conclusions 

PSE&G's corrective actions for a previously cited violation involving the failure to 
install and test a proper diesel fuel oil transfer pump control switch were adequate.· 

M8.1 O(Closed) LER 50-311 /98-006-00& 01: Incorrect Scaling of the First Stage Turbine 
Impulse Chamber Transmitters 

a. Inspection Scope (92700) 

The inspectors conducted an on-site review of the subject licensee event report 
(LER), and independently verified selected corrective actions for the issue described. 

b. Observations and Findings 

On March 30, 1998, PSE&G reported (and supplemented on May 29, 1998) a self
identified issue involving the incorrect scaling of the first stage turbine impulse 
chamber transmitters. Engineering personnel determined that the affected 
transmitters, 2PT505 and 2PT506, were erroneously scaled with a span of 0 to 690 
psia (corresponding to 0 to 120% power); with a 100% power setting based on 
.575 psia. Actual pressure was observed to be 555 psia with Salem Unit 2 at 100% 
thermal power. This scaling error existed from August 1997 to February 1998 and 
. primarily affected three safety-related protective features. The first feature affected 
was the variable high steam line flow reactor trip. The actual setpoint would be at 
a value less than the analysis and therefore would be conservative. The second 
feature affected was the P-7 permissive which receives inputs from turbine first 
stage pressure and the power range nuclear instruments (Nls). Since the Nls 
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provide a redundant input, the effect of the scaling error would be offset. The third 
feature affected was P-2 which inhibits automatic rod withdrawal below 15 % 
power. Since the actual setpoint was 18.5% power, the magnitude of the scaling 
error was insufficient to make the setpoint nonconservative. Thus~ the potential 
consequences of this scaling error were minimal. 

PSE&G attributed the cause of this event to human error. Specifically, during 
PSE&G's review and issuance of the affected setpoint calculation, the most current 
data for scaling the instruments was not reviewed and the communication between 
the design engineer and the thermal performance engineer was weak. 

The inspectors verified that many of the stated corrective actions were completed 
and that adequate progress was being made in completing the remaining actions. 
This failure constituted a procedure violation of minor significance since the affected 
setpoint was not properly adjusted and is not subject to formal enforcement action. 

c. Conclusions 

PSE&G appropriately reported and evaluated a self-identified turbine first stage 
pressure instrument scaling error. Corrective actions to address this error were both 
timely and appropriate. 

Ill. Engineering 

E1 Conduct of Engineering 

E1 .1 Control Room Air Intake Radiation Monitor (1R18) Failed Channel Checks 

a. Inspection Scope (92903) 

The inspectors reviewed the circumstances surrounding multiple unplanned limiting 
condition for operation (LCO) action statement entries caused by failed channel 
checks of the control room air intake radiation monitor. There were three 
occurrences during the report period. 

b. · Observations and Findings 

Unit 1 and Unit 2 each have control area ventilation intake radiation monitors, one 
in their own intake and one in the opposite unit's intake. The technical specification 
(TS) sur:veillance channel check (CC) criteria is satisfied by each of the two 
channels in the same intake having coincident readings within a factor of three. · 
The Unit 1 radiation monitors failed the CC on May 24, 1998, and operators 
entered the appropriate TS action statement. PSE&G engineers investigated the 
failure and found no hardware or software problems with the monitors. The 
engineers surmised that the failed CC was likely due to the fact that the signals 
from each of the detectors are processed differently. One counts pulses of a 
minimum energy level while the other processes pulses of different energy levels, 
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and with a different sensitivity.· The detectors were declared operable after several 
days of increased channel monitoring with acceptable readings . 

One week later the radiation monitors failed the CC again. Following this 
occurrence, PSE&G engineers revised the CC acceptance criteria to account for the 
difference in signal processing described above. However, after this procedure 
change was implemented, the monitors again failed the CC. On June 14 engineers 
changed the CC criteria once more, this time specifying a maximum expected count 
rate indication instead of a comparison criteria between the two monitors. The 
inspectors verified that this methodology satisfied the TS definition for an 
acceptable CC. No further problems have since been noted. 

c. Conclusions 

Following several unplanned technical specification action statement entries, PSE&G 
implemented appropriate corrective actions to resolve control room air intake 
radiation monitor channel check surveillance test failures. 

E2 Engineering Support of Facilities and Equipment 

E2.1 (Closed) LER 272/96-032-00: Failure of Service Water Inlet Valve to Open for 28 
Emergency Diesel Generator 

a. Inspection Scope (92700) 

The inspectors completed an on site review of Licensee Event Report (LER) 272/96-
032-00, which involved the failure of the 28 emergency diesel generator (EDG) 
service water inlet valve to open on a diesel start. The inspectors also reviewed 
work history documentation and corrective actions for a subsequent similar event 
which occurred on July 11, 1 997. The latter event was outside the scope of the 
LER. 

b. Observations and Findings 

On November 12, 1996, with Unit 2 in cold shutdown, the 28 EDG service water 
inlet valve (22SW39) failed to open automatically during the monthly diesel 
surveillance run, rendering the diesel inoperable. Though only two of the three 
EDG's were required to be operable, PSE&G reported this event to satisfy the 
special reporting requirements of TS 4.8. 1 .1 .4. PSE&G initiated a corrective action 
reque~t to investigate the event and perform a full root cause analysis. In this 
analysis, PSE&G attributed the cause of the event to a failure of the actuator 
declutching spring, designed to prevent manual operation of the valve, resulting in a 
mis-positioning of the manual valve operator. The manual operator inadvertently 
engaged the valve actuator segment gear, blocking automatic operation. 

PSE&G implemented corrective actions in an attempt to prevent recurrence of this 
event, which included a design change to add a retaining clip for the declutching 

·spring to prevent inadvertent interference of automatic valve operation by the 
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manual operator. However, on July 11, 1997, interference by the 22SW39 valve 
manual operator again prevented automatic operation. On this occasion the valve 
opened approximately 30%, which PSE&G engineers determined was sufficient to 
provide adequate cooling for emergency diesel design basis operation. PSE&G 
implemented an additional corrective action to place the manual operator in the 
"overtravel" position, which maximized the clearance between the handwheel shaft 
worm gear and the actuator segment gear. All of the remaining Unit 1 and Unit 2 
diesel SW39 valves were similarly modified. Additionally, licensed and non-licensed 
operators received classroom and field training on SW39 valve operation. There 
have been no further valve failures since these additional actions were implemented. 

c. Conclusions 

Initial corrective actions for a failed diesel service water inlet valve were not fully 
effective in preventing a subsequent similar failure, indicating a weakness in 
PSE&G's ability to develop and implement lasting corrective measures for this 
safety-related valve. 

E3 Engineering Procedures and Documentation 

E3.1 Review of Temporary Modification Controls 

a. Inspection Scope (37551) 

The inspectors reviewed procedure NC.NA-AP.ZZ-0013 (NAP-13), "Control of 
Temporary Modifications," interviewed engineering personnel concerning program 
implementation, and walked down two temporary modifications (TMOD) in the plant 
to assess PSE&G's implementation of the TMOD program. A March 30, 1998 
Quality Assurance (QA) department surveillance report which assessed two TMODs 
installed at Salem Unit 1 was also reviewed. 

b. Observations and Findings 

The inspectors found that the. selected TMOD packages were sufficiently detailed 
and of good quality. The control room maintained an accurate, active TMOD log 
and the original TMOD packages as required by the NAP. 

NAP-13 states t_hat TMOD's should generally not be used for longer than 90 days. 
The inspectors found that of the eight active TMODS for Units 1 and 2, six had 
planned removal dates exceeding the 90 day limit, and the remaining two had no 
definite removal date, but were scheduled for removal during a future outage. One 
Unit 1 TMOD will have been installed for over four years if removed on its projected 
removal date in November 1998. The NAP-13 expectation was generally not 
satisfied. 

The inspectors also found that Salem's technical document room (TOR) had nine 
TMODS on file which were no longer active; Initial investigation revealed that only 
one working drawing maintained by the TDR was out of configuration, which was 
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immediately corrected. Additionally, the identification tags used for a Unit 2 TMOD 
concerning penetration area floor drain covers did not have the installation date or 
the installer's name recorded, as required. PSE&G immediately initiated action 
requests to address these minor deficiencies. The Unit 2 deficiency was corrected 
by installing new identification tags. None of the noted deficiencies affected 
system operability. 

The inspectors determined that a QA surveillance of TMOD activities, completed in 
March 1998, also identified similar administrative deficiencies. Specifically, QA 
personnel discovered two TMOD's installed in 1997 that failed to process change 
information for affected plant drawings. None of the deficiencies noted resulted in 
a plant component or system being operated outside of design basis assumptions. 
Based on these findings, PSE&G engineering planned to perform a self-assessment 
of their implementation of the TMOD program to ensure that all closure 
requirements had been met. The inspectors concluded that these deficiencies 
constituted violations of minor significance and are not subject to formal 
enforcement action. 

c. Conclusions 

PSE&G maintained adequate controls for temporary modifications. Minor 
weaknesses involving the timeliness of modification package closure and the 

. accuracy of control tags were identified. 

ES Miscellaneous Engineering Issues 

E8.1 (Closed) LER 50-272/93-014-00: 4KV Vital Bus Second Level Undervoltage 
Protection Dropout Setpoint Concern 

The inspectors performed an in-office review of the subject licensee event report 
(LERI. This issue was previously reviewed in detail in NRC inspection reports 50-
272 & 311/93-19,93-82, and 97-08. No new issues were revealed in this LER. 

E8.2 (Closed) LER 50-272/96-038-00: Failure of One of the Two Switchgear Penetration 
Exhaust Fans Places Plant in an Unanalyzed Condition 

(Closed) LER 50-272/96-038-01 :Switchgear Penetration Area Ventilation Cannot 
Maintain Design Temperatures 

a. Inspection Scope (927001 

The inspectors conducted an on-site review of the subject licensee event report 
(LERI and associated supplement, and independently verified selected corrective 
actions for the issues described. 
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Observations and Findings 

PSE&G engineering personnel discovered during a system design review that a 
failure of one of the two switchgear penetration area ventilation (SPAV) system 
exhaust fans could place the plant in an unanalyzed condition. Specifically, 
engineers determined that, under certain environmental conditions, affecte.d area 
temperatures could exceed the design basis limit of 105 degrees F with only one 
available SPAV exhaust fan. The inspectors verified that PSE&G completed a 10 
CFR 50.59 safety evaluation and UFSAR change that the affected area design 
temperature limit of 110 degrees F. PSE&G's analysis stated that this new limit 
would envelope the worst case temperature conditions under the postulated 
equipment failure. 

During PSE&G's follow up review of this issue, two additional design vulnerabilities 
were identified. The first issue involved the potential for switchgear room 
overcooling below area minimum design temperatures following an accident signal 
which automatically started all three SPAV supply fans. The inspectors determined 
by a review of corrective action program documents that this concern was resolved 
in May 1997 by impl.ementation of a design change. This design change modified 
the supply fan start logic and outside air intake damper controls for both Salem 
units. 

The second issue involved the potential for overheating switchgear penetration 
areas should a loss of power to miscellaneous auxiliary control panels occurred. 
PSE&G determined that a loss of these non-!E panels would result in the automatic · 
closure of six SPAV duct isolation.dampers, effectively isolating room ventilation 
and potentially affecting the performance of safety equipment. The affected 
dampers were part of the switchgear room fire prot13ction system in that they were 

· designed to close on a CARDOX initiation. The inspectors verified that PSE&G 
implemented a design modification on both Salem units which changed the failure 
mode of these dampers from closed to open upon a loss of the auxiliary electrical 
panels. 

PSE&G attributed the cause of these issues to inadequate design evaluations during 
initial plant design. The inspectors concluded that these issues resulted in the a 
violation of 10 CFR 50 Appendix B Criterion Ill, "Design Control." This non
repetitive, licensee-identified and corrected violation is being treated as a Non-Cited 
Violation, consistent with Section Vll.B.3 of the NRC Enforcement Policy. (NCV 50-
272/98-05-10) 

c. Conclusions 

PSE&G appropriately reported and corrected self-identified design deficiencies 
associated with the switchgear penetration area ventilation system, resulting in a 
Non-Cited Violation. 
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E8.3 {Closed) LER 50-272/96-040-00: Buffer Relays Omitted From Technical 
Specification Required Response Time Surveillance Tests 

a. Inspection Scope (92700) 

The inspectors reviewed the events and verified corrective actions specified for the 
subject licensee event report (LER) 

b. . Observations and Findings 

In December 1996, a PSE&G review of time response test procedures revealed that 
engineered safeguards features actuation system (ESFAS) time response test 
procedures did not include all necessary relays. Specifically, buffer relays 
associated with feedwater and containment isolation, and containment spray 
initiation were not tested. PSE&G initiated this review in response to a previous 
issue described in LER 50-272/96-020-00, "Containment Fan Coil Units Outside 
Plant Design Basis."· To correct this discrepancy, PSE&G revised Unit 1 and 2 
ESFAS time response test procedures to include testing of the noted buffer relays. 
PSE&G attributed the cause of this event to inadequate review of ESFAS design 
basis information and imple.mentation into TS surveillance test procedures. The 
inspectors concluded that this failure constituted a violation of the design control 
requirements of 1 OCFR50, Appendix B, Criterion Ill. This non-repetitive, licensee
identified and corrected violation is being treated as a Non-Cited Violation, 
consistent with Section Vll.B.1 of the NRC Enforcement Policy. (NCV 50-272/98-
05-11) 

c. Conclusions 

Inadequate review of design information resulted in the failure to include all 
necessary engineered safeguard features actuation system relays in technical 
specification surveillance test procedures. PSE&G's corrective actions for this self
identified issue we~e adequate, resulting in a Non-Cited Violation. 

IV. Plant Support 

R1 Radiological Protection and Chemistry (RP&C} Controls 

R1 .1 Out-of-Specification Plant Chemistry Action Plan 

a. Inspection Scope (71750) 

The inspector reviewed PSE&G's plans to correct a long-standing deficiencies 
associated with out-of-specification chemistry parameters. 



• b. Observations and Findings 

On May 26, 1998, at the prompting of PSE&G senior management, the Salem and 
Hope Creek chemistry staffs initiated a comprehensive review of all out-of
specification chemistry parameters at the respective stations, in an effort to resolve 
the apparently large number of issues and implement focused actions to eliminate 
the concerns. Deficiencies at Salem primarily involved water in the various storage 
tanks and the condensate and feed water systems. The root cause evaluation 
completed during the development of the action plan attributed these long-standing 
deficiencies to inadequate management oversight of chemistry at the station, 
including program monitoring and corrective action effectiveness. The inspectors 
noted that the evaluation was thorough and provided a good self-critical assessment 
of station chemistry performance. 

At the end of the report period, several actions were either planned or underway to 
address the identified issues. The action plan included short term corrective 
maintenance activities, long t~rm design modifications, benchmarking with other 
facilities, and increased monitoring activities. Additionally, the inspectors noted that 
a site specific chemistry manual was being developed, and that revisions to the 
administrative procedure which governs site-wide chemistry activities were planned. 

c. Conclusions 

PSE&G management demonstrated good self-assessment capability during the 
development of a detailed action plan to correct long-standing out-of-specification 
water chemistry parameters. This plan also addressed the basic causes for these 
deficiencies which remained uncorrected for an extended period of time. 

R1 .2 Implementation of the Radiological Environmental Monitoring Program (REMP) 

a. Inspection Scope (84750-2) 

The following areas of the REMP were assessed and reviewed for the period of July 
1996 to May 1998: 

• selected sampling and analysis procedures; 
• selected sampling techniques; 
• operability and calibration of air samplers; 
• 1996 and 1997 Land Use Census results; 
• 1996 and 1997 Annual Radiological Environmental Operating Reports; 
• trace radioactive material in sewage treatment plant sludge in 1997. 

b. Observations and Findings 

The sampling and analysis procedures provided appropriate guidance to perform 
REMP tasks. The licensee established written procedures to sample all the 
environmental media, with the exception of the drinking water and the fish and 
invertebrate samples required by TS 3.12. Technical Specifications (TS) 6.8.1.i. 
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requires that written procedures shall be established, covering Offsite Dose 
Calculation Manual (ODCM) implementation. Section 4.1 of the ODCM describes 
the sampling program objectives of the Radiological Environmental Monitoring 
Program (REMP) and states that the operational phase of the REMP is conducted in 
accordance with the requirements of Appendix A Technical Specification 3. 1 2. 
Technical Specification 3.12 requires that drinking water, fish, and invertebrate 
samples be collected at the frequencies stated in Table 3.12-1. 

PSE&G technicians collected drinking water, fish, and invertebrate samples from the 
locations and at the frequencies required in Table 3.12-1. However, prior to June 
12, 1998, the licensee did not establish written procedures describing the methods 
used to collect the above samples to ensure consistency while collecting the 
samples. PSE&G's failure to establish, implement, and maintain environmental 
sampling procedures to collect drinking water, fish, and invertebrate samples 
constituted a violation of TS 6.8.1 (VIO 50-272,311/98-05-12and 50-354/98-06-
01) 

The air sampling equipment were operable during 1997 to present, as evidenced in 
the sample logs and sample analysis results. The air sampling equipment calibration 
results were within the established tolerances, and calibrations were performed 
within the frequency specified in the procedure. 

The 1996 and 1997 Annual Radiological Environmental Operating Reports (REOR) 
included results of the environmental monitoring program, program changes, land . 
use census, and interlaboratory comparison program, as required by TS. The 
environmental monitoring results did no~ indicate an increasing trend of radioactivity 
in the environment as a result of operations. from the plants. A Land Use Census 
was performed in 1996 and 1997 during the growing season as required by the TS. 
The REORs provided a comprehensive summary of the results of the REMP around 
the site and met the TS reporting requirements. 

PSE&G continued to collect and analyze supplemental samples in addition to the 
routine REMP samples required by technical specifications to enhance the data 
source of the environmental monitoring program. The type, frequency, and results 
of the routine and extra samples were documented in the annual REORs for 1996 
and 1997. 

In November 1997, PSE&G identified trace amounts of manganese-54 (Mn-54) and 
cobalt-60 (Co-60) in sludge samples from the sewage treatment plant (STP) tank 3. 
PSE&G used environmental lower limits of detection (LLDs) to analyze the sludge 
prior to removal off-site. Upon identification of the radioactive material, technicians 
determined the source of the material and the pathway to the STP. The sludge was 
processed via the radioactive waste program. PSE&G's immediate corrective 
actions were aggressive. Plans to prevent recurrence are expected to reduce or 
eliminate the chances of trace radioactive material in sewage sludge. 
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Conclusions 

PSE&G effectively maintained and implemented the Radiological Environmental 
Monitoring Program. However, the failure to establish written procedures to collect 
drinking water, fish, and invertebrate samples required by technical specifications 
resulted in a violation. 

R1 .3 Implementation of the Meteorological Monitoring Program (MMP) 

a. Inspection Scope (84750-2) 

The status of the meteorological instrumentation, including system operability, was 
assessed for the period of July 1996 to May 1998. The calibrations, channel 
checks, and functional tests were reviewed against the following: 

• Section 7.7.2.13, Table 7.7-7 of the UFSAR for Salem 
• Section 7. 7 .1 .11, Table 7. 7-5 of the UFSAR for Hope Creek 
• Regulatory Guide 1.23, Revision 1 

b. Observations and Findings 

·Channel calibrations, channel checks, and channel functional tests were performed 
within the frequency required in the UFSAR for Salem and Hope Creek and 
Regulatory Guide 1.23. The wind speed, wind direction, and temperature sensors 
on the towers were operable and data was available. 

The calibration procedure, ND.RS-SC.MET-1201 (Q), Revision 4, ''Meteorological 
Monitoring Program Calibration and Maintenance Procedure'' described PSE&G's 
method for calibrating and maintaining the wind speed, wind direction and 
temperature sensors, as well as the associated strip chart recorders. The procedure 
provided appropriate guidance to perform channel functional tests and channel 
calibrations for all of the channels, with one exception. Specifically, the procedure 
did not provide appropriate guidance to perform wind speed channel calibrations. 
As defined in the noted procedure, an acceptable channel calibration methodology is 
the adjustment of the channel output so that it responds with the necessary range 
and accuracy to known values of the parameter which the channel monitors. The 
channel calibration should encompass the entire channel including the sensor, 
alarm, display, and trip functions, and include the channel functional test. The 
inspectors determined that the guidance for calibration of wind speed channels was 
deficient in that the sensor portion of the channel was not included in the activity. 

During the inspector's review of this issue, a question was raised regarding whether 
any regulatory requirement exists to perform the noted channel calibration. 
Specifically, there is no technical specification requirement to conduct thi~ test, and 
the UFSAR states only that a channel calibration should be performed. Pending 
further inspector review of the regulatory requirements, this matter remains open. 
(IFI 50-272,311198-05-13and 50-354198-06-02) 
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Conclusion 

With the exception of channel calibrations for wind speed, PSE&G effectively 
maintained system operability and performed required testing of the meteorological 
monitoring instrumentation. 

R7 Quality Assurance in RP&C Activities 

R7. 1 Quality Assurance Audit Program 

a. Inspection Scope (84750-2) 

The inspector reviewed a 1997 quality assurance department audit report of the 
Radiological Environmental Monitoring Program and Offsite Dose Calculation Manual 
implementation. 

b. Observations and Findings 

The audit was performed by the Quality Assessment organization and technical 
specialists. The scope and technical depth of the audit was sufficient to effectively 
assess program strengths and weaknesses. The auditors reviewed personnel 
performance, program implementation, and records. Few findings and 
recommendations were identified as a result of the audit. The audit team identified 
human performance weaknesses that were attributed to inattention to detail. The 
audit scope also included an assessment at the environmental laboratory. The 
responsible departments responded to team findings and recommendations in a 
timely manner. The audit also included a review of previous recommendations and 
Deviation Event Reports (DERs). The inspector noted that previous DERs had been 
closed. 

c. Conclusion 

A quality assurance department audit of the implementation of the Radioactive 
Effluent Monitoring Program was of sufficient scope and depth to effectively assess 
program performance. 

R7 .2 Quality Assurance of Analvtical Measurements 

a. Inspection Scope (84750-2) 

The following aspects of the Quality Assurance (QA) and Quality Control (QC) 
program at the environmental laboratory for the period of May 1996 to June 1998 
were reviewed: 

• the results of the internal QC program, including efficiency and resolution 
checks, daily instrument energy checks, control charts of instrument 
performance, and routine calibrations; and 

--------
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• the results of the QA program, including the lnterlaboratory Comparison 
(cross-check) Program. 

b. Observations and Findings 

The QA/QC program for analyses of REMP samples was conducted by Maplewood 
Testing Services. The laboratory implemented intralaboratory quality control (QC) 
and quality assurance (QA) programs. The intralaboratory program included 
efficiency and resolution checks, daily instrument energy checks, control charts of 
instrument performance, and routine calibrations. The results for 1996 and 1997 

. were compiled and documented in the 1996 and the 1997 Annual Radiological 
Environmental Operating Reports, respectively. The QA results from 1996 through 
1998 were within the acceptance criteria. The laboratory cc:mtinued to participate 
in an lnterlaboratory Comparison Program provided by a vendor (Analytics, Inc.). 
The laboratory's participation in this program was effective. 

c. Conclusion 

The contractor laboratory implemented effective Quality Assurance and Quality 
Control programs for the Radiological Environmental Monitoring Program, and . 
provided effective validation of analytical results. These programs were capable of 
ensuring independent checks on the precision and accuracy of the measurements of 
radioactive material in environmental media. 

RS Miscellaneous RP&C Issues 

R8.1 (Closed) ·LER 50-272/96-033: Inadequate Sample Purge Times Results In Inadequate 
Technical Specifications Surveillances 

a. Inspection Scope (92700) 

The inspectors conducted an on-site review of the subject licensee event report 
(LERJ, and independently verified selected corrective actions for the issue described. 

b. Observations and Findings 

On December 17, 1996, PSE&G reported that previously collected technical 
specification (TS) required reactor coolant system chemistry samples were 
inadequate. This issue was discovered following a review of industry operating 
experience information. Specifically, PSE&G determined that reactor coolant 

. system samples collected in Mode 6 to satisfy TS 4.4. 7 and TS 4.9.1 for fluoride,. 
chloride, and boron, respectively, were inadequate because sample.line purge times 
did not allow for the collection of representative samples. PSE&G attributed the. 
cause of this issue to inadequate development and review of chemistry sampling 
procedures. This inspectors determined that this failure to establish appropriate 
procedures was a violation of TS 6.8.1.a. 
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The inspectors verified that PSE&G completed the committed corrective actions as 
stated in the LER, which focused on an extent-of-condition review to other 
chemistry sampling procedures and a reassessment and quantification of all sample 
line volumes. All procedures affected by this reassessment were revised to 
incorporate appropriate purge times prior to sample collection and analysis. This 
non-repetitive, licensee-identified an corrected violation is being treated as a Non
Cited Violation, consistent with Section Vll.B.1 of the NRC Enforcement Policy. 
(NCV 50-272/98-05-14) 

Conclusions 

Following self-identification, PSE&G appropriately reported and corrected procedure 
deficiencies involving the use of inadequate sample line purge times prior to 
collection and analysis of technical specification required chemistry samples. The 
circumstances of this issue resulted in a Non-Cited Violation. 

S7 Quality Assurance in Security and Safeguards Activities 

S7 .1 Quality Assurance Audit of Station Security 

a. Inspection Scope (71750, 37551) 

The inspectors reviewed the results of a recently compieted Quality Assurance (QA) 
department audit of the station security program, and discussed significant QA 
findings with the lead auditors and !;lecurity staff. 

b. Observations and Findings 

The inspectors noted that the QA staff identified several issues during their audit of 
the site security program. For example, the audit team determined that security 
personnel failed to evaluate the need to incorporate all of the vendor-recommended 
preventive maintenance activities for the newly installed X-ray_ machines at the site 
access point. This led to the discovery that the failure to perform certain of these 
activities could have a deleterious effect on the performance of these machines, 
such that they may not detect all suspicious material. QA promptly informed 
security management of this issue, who dictated that "hands-on" searches of all 
items entering the protected area be performed until the noted maintenance 
activities were completed. This action was completed in spite of the successful 
completion of periodic X-ray machine performance testing. 

Another example of a good QA finding involved their discovery that station 
management approved a UFSAR change in 1995 which would have reduced a QA 
plan commitment involving the security program. This change. was approved using 
a Station Operations Review Committee-approved 10 CFR 50.59 process. 
However, QA correctly determined that this review should have been completed in 
accordance 10 CFR 50.54(a), which would have required NRC approval for the 
change. The inspectors noted that this UFSAR change was never actually 
implemented due to unrelated issues within the PSE&G licensing department. 
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Conclusions 

The annual Quality Assurance review of the station security program was effective 
in that PSE&G auditors identified several quality issues, and promptly raised them to 
station management to initiate cause determinations and corrective actions. 

F8 Miscellaneous Fire Protection Issues 

F8.1 (Closed) LER 311 /97-016-00and 01: Loss of Fire Protection Water to the Salem 
Unit 1 and 2 Auxiliary Buildings and Containments 

(Closed) VIO 50-272&311 /97-18-04:1nadvertent Closure of Fire Protection Valves 
1FP186 and 1FP187: 

a. Inspection Scope (92700) 

The inspectors performed an on site review of LER 50-311197-016-00,originally 
submitted as Special Report 50-311197-003, but re-submitted with a new number 
since number 50-311/97-003had already been assigned. Supplement l to the 
report provided amplifying information; These reports were submitted pursuant to 
the requirements of Unit 2 technical specification 6.9.3. Additionally, the 
inspectors reviewed PSE&G's response to the related Notice of Violation, dated 
December 16, 1997. 

b. Observations and Findings 

The subject event was originally documented in NRC Inspection Report 50-
272&311 /97-18. In that report, the inspectors concluded that the original report 
did not include corrective actions to address deficiencies with work control 
oversight by operations staff, and ineffective local position verification of valves 
1FP186 and 1FP187. 

As a result, PSE&G management expanded the scope of their corrective actions. 
The inspector verified completion of these actions. Specifically, the fire protection 
turnover log was revised to include a once-per-shift field verification of the 1FP186 
and 1FP187 valve positions, as well as the valves' position indicator lamps in the 
control room. Additionally, operators received training on the operation of these 
valves, crews reviewed lessons learned from the event, and the operator who failed 
to provide oversight of the panel 1 RP5 re-lamping activity were held accountable in 
accordance with PSE&G's disciplinary policy. The inspectors concluded that these 
subsequent corrective actions were of sufficient scope to address the earlier 
concerns . 

. In .addition to the commitments made in the subject LER, the violation response 
contained two additional corrective actions to address the issue of inadequate 
operations oversight of work activities. First, operations superintendents (OS) 
discussed with their crews the lessons learned regarding inadequate operations 
department ownership of-ongoing plant maintenance activities. Second, the OSs 
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assessed their shift's compliance with procedure SC.OP-AP.ZZ-0114, ''Event 
Identification and Investigation," to ensure that events such as this one are 
adequately investigated .. 

c. Conclusions 

PSE&G's corrective actions for an e.vent involving inadequate control of fire 
protection system water supply valves were acceptable. 

V. Management Meetings 

X1 Exit Meeting Summary 

The, inspectors presented the inspection results to members of licensee management at the 
conclusion of the inspection on June 30, 1998. The licensee acknowledged the findings 
presented . 
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INSPECTION PROCEDURES USED 

Onsite Engineering 
Effectiveness of Licensee Controls in Identifying; Resolving, and Preventing 
Problems 
Surveillance Observations 
Maintenance Program Implementation 
Maintenance Observations 
Plant Operations 
Plant Support Activities 
External Occupational Exposure Control and Personal Dosimetry 
Radioactive Waste Treatment, and Effluent and Environmental Monitoring 
In-office Review of Written Reports of Nonroutine Events at Power Reactor 
Facilities 
On-site Followup of Written Reports of Nonroutine Events at Power Reactor 
Facilities 
Followup on Corrective Actions For Violations and Deviations 
Plant Operations Followup 
Maintenance Followup 
Engineering Followup 
Plant Support Followup 
Event Followup 

ITEMS OPENED, CLOSED, AND DISCUSSED 

50-272/98-05-03 VIO Failure to implement procedures for procedure review, 
transient load control, and equipment calibration. 

50-272&311 /98-05-12 

50-272&311/98-05-13 

Opened/Closed 

50-272/98-05-01 

50-272/98-05-02 

50-272/98-05-04 

50-27 2-98-05-05 

50-272/98-05-06 
50-272/98-05-07 

VIO 

IFI 

NCV 

NCV 

NCV 

NCV 

NCV 
NCV 

Failure to establish environmental sampling procedures 
to collect drinking water~ fish, and invertebrate samples. 
Questionable requirement to perform a channel 
calibration for wind speed. 

Failure to establish containment closure prior to fuel 
movement. 
Failure to follow in-core guide tube maintenance 
procedure. 
Inadequate testing of the technical specification (TS) 
required load shed of the vital busses. 
Failure to test isolation of steam generator blowdown 
and sampling system on the automatic start of the 
pumps. 
Missed TS 4.3.2.1.1 requirement. 
Improper scheduling of staggered surveillance testing. 
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50-311 /98-05-08 NCV Missed TS 4. 7. 1.5 requirement. 
50-311198-05-09 NCV Inoperable 23 Overtemperature Delta Temperature 

Instrument 
50-272/98-05-10 NCV Switchgear penetration exhaust fan failure places plant 

in an unanalyzed condition. 
50-272/98-05-11 NCV Inadequate design control measures for engineered 

safeguard features system actuation system. 
50-272/98-05-14 NCV Inadequate sample purge times results in inadequate TS 

surveillances. 
Closed 

50-272&311 /97-18-04 VIO Closure of fire protection valves 1FP186 and 1FP187. 
50-272&311/98-01~03 VIO Wrong switch installed on 1 2 diesel fuel transfer pump. 
50-272/93-014-00 LER 4KV vital bus second level undervoltage protection 

dropout setpoint concern. 
50-27 2/96-032-00 LER Failure of service water inlet valve to open for 28 diesel 

generator. 
50-272/96-033-00 LER Inadequate sample purge times results in inadequate TS 

surveillances. 
50-272/96-035-00 . LER . Inadequate testi_ng of the TS-required load shed of the 

vital busses. 
50-272/96-038-00 LER Failure of one of the two switchgear penetration 

exhaust fans places plant in an unanalyzed condition. 
50-272/96-038-01 LER Switchgear penetration area ventilation cannot maintain 

design temperatures. 
50-27 2/96-040-00 LER Buffer relays omitted from TS-required response time 

surveillance tests. 
50-311 /97-009-00 LER Failure to stroke pump discharge valves for potential 

pressure locking concern. 
50-272/97-011-00 LER Failure to test isolation of steam generator blowdown 

and sampling system on the automatic start of the 
auxiliary feedwater pumps. 

50-311197-011-00 LER Improper scheduling of staggered surveillance testing. 
50-272/97-012-00 LER Missed TS surveillances for average loop temperature 

and main turbine first stage pressure channel checks. 
50-311/97-016-00& 01 LER Loss of fire protection water to the auxiliary and 

containment buildings. 
50-311 /97-018-00 LER Inadequate TS testing - main steam isolation valve. 

hydraulic unit override contacts. 
50-311 /98-002-00 LER 23 Overtemperature Delta Temperature found 

inoperable 
50-27 2/98-005-00 LER inoperability of the 12 fuel oil transfer pump due to 

installation of incorrect control switch. 
50-311-/98-06-00& 01 LER Incorrect scaling of the first stage turbine impulse 

chamber transmitters. 
50-272/98-007-00 LER Failure to establish containment closure prior to fuel 

movement. 
50-272/98-011-00 LER Improper isolation of the single cell battery charger from 

the 1 A 125 VDC battery. 
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ADFCS 
AFW 
ASME 
cc 
CFT 
cs 
DER 
DFOTP 
DNBR 
EDG 
ES FAS 
GL 
ICV 
LCO 
LER 
LLDs 
MMP 
MSIV 
NAP 
NI 
NRC 
ODCM 
OS 
OtdT 
PDR 
PRT 
PSE&G 
QA 
QC 
RCS 
REMP 
REOR 
RG 
RHRHX 
RP&C 
SG 
SGBD 
SGFP 
SPAV 
SSPS 
STP 
TDR 
TMOD 
TS 
TSAS 
TSSIP 
UFSAR 
VDC 
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LIST OF ACRONYMS USED 

Advanced Digital Feedwater Control System 
Auxiliary Feed Water 
American Society of Mechanical Engineers 
Channel Check or Component Cooling 
Channel Functional Test 
Containment Spray 
Deviation Event Report 
Diesel Fuel Oil Transfer Pump 
Departure from Nucleate Boiling Ratio 
Emergency Diesel Generator 
Engineered Safeguard Feature Actuation System 
Generic Letter 
Individual Cell Voltage 
Limiting Condition for Operation 
Licensee Event Report 
Lower Limits of Detection 
Meteorological Monitoring Program 
Main Steam Isolation Valves 
Nuclear Administrative Procedure 
Nuclear Instrument 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Offsite Dose Calculation Manual 
Operations Superintendent 
Overtemperature Delta Temperature 
Public Document Room 
Pressurizer Relief Tank 
Public Service Electric and Gas 
. Quality Assurance 
Quality Control 
Reactor Coolant System 
Radiological Environmental Monitoring Program 
Radiological Environmental Operating Report 
Regulatory Guide 
Residual Heat Removal Heat Exchanger 
Radiological Protection and Chemistry 
Steam Generator 
Steam Generator Slowdown 
Steam Generator Feed Pump 
Switchgear Penetration Area Ventilation 
Solid State Protection System 
Sewage Treatment Plant 
Technical Document Room 
Temporary Modification 
Technical Specification 
Technical Specification Action Statement 
Technical Specification Surveillance Improvement Project 
Updated Final Safety Analysis Report 
Volts DC 


